INTRODUCTION
During the last 10 years the problems of sizing and operation of water reservoir systems have received great attention with the introduction of systems analysis and operations research methodologies. These attempts are aimed at optimal decision making in reservoir regulation, together with simultaneous explicit statements on the degree of risk or reliability with which the various objectives can be met in the long run.
One approach to finding optimal operating rules, as pro- Houck and Cohon [1978] , and others also assumed a discrete Markov structure for the streamflows but found operating rules using linear programing. And numerous investigators have reported other methods for finding optimal reservoir-operating rules.
The purpose of this paper is to evaluate a proposed multiple-LDR model [Houck, 1979] 
The same procedure is followed in formulating the reliability constraint on the minimum storage requirement: The reliability with which the storage must not exceed the dam capacity is specified as ¾, and the reliability constraint is given by
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J The entire multiple-LDR model comprises an objective function of minimize reservoir capacity (minimize CAP) and constraints on minimum storages ((10) and (11)), maximum storages ( (13) and (14)), and minimum releases ( (7) and (8) The number of linear segments used to piecewise linearize the nonlinear conditioned CDF's was determined by actual eye estimation, based on the shape of the individual CDF's; no hard and fast rules were followed. Only the convex regions in decision space given by the CDF's could be considered because a convex decision space is necessary to ensure a global optimal solution.
Some For the typical multiple-LDR model just mentioned the solution of the linear program, by the multipurpose optimization system resident on a CDC6500, required approximately 60 CPU seconds and cost about $2; the number of constraints equals 199; the number of lower or upper bounds specified equals 96; and the number of variables was 126. However, it should be noted that the size of the linear program may be substantially increased by increasing the number of straight-line approximations of the CDF's. The performance evaluation of the model through simulation is discussed next.
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
A simulation study was performed with the release policies specified by the solution of the multiple-LDR and single-LDR models. The program was made as simple as possible to simulate the way a hypothetical, single reservoir may operate if the decision rules are blindly applied. Thus whenever possible, the reservoir release equaled the relevant LDR. A failure was defined as any time the LDR could not be followed because too little water was available (actual release is less than LDR) or spilling occurred (actual release is greater than LDR) and any time the release failed to satisfy the minimum required release. Most of the simulations (all of those included in Table  4 ) were performed for an 80-year period, using the historical streamflows as inputs to the reservoir.
Examination
of Tables 1-3 and column 6 of Table 4 shows a significant decrease in the capacity required for a given minimum release when the multiple-LDR model and single-LDR model are compared. When two seasons are considered (models 1 and 2 of Table 4), the single-LDR model specifies a capacity 38% greater than that required by the multiple-LDR model. With four seasons (models 4, 5, and 6 of Table 4 ) the single-LDR model specifies a capacity 12% and 17% greater than the capacities of the two-interval and three-interval multiple-LDR models, respectively, and for six seasons (models 8 and 9 of Table 4 This phenomenon can be seen more clearly by examining the results for models 2 and 3 in Table 4 . Here the only difference in performance requirements is the value of Xm•n: in model 2 the value of Xm•n is very near the maximum feasible value; in model 3 the value of Xm•n is sufficiently small that it does not even affect the optimal reservoir capacity. If Xm• were increased from 52.3,106 m3/season, the value of CAP*, as shown in Table 1 , does not change. One conclusion that could be drawn from these facts is that in a simulation, model 2 will have more failures in meeting the minimum release than model 3, and model 2 will have more storage plus release failures than model 3. This is exactly what occurs, as can be seen by the last three columns of Table 4 . The same effect is seen in models 5 and 7 for the four-season case.
Because all reliability levels (a, fl, ¾) were set equal to 0.9, it is expected, in the simulation, that the percentage of releases less than Xm• will not be greater than 10%. Also, the percentages of storages equal to the reservoir capacity or less than Sm•n are expected to be no greater than 10%. Because of a slight difference in the way that the LDR model and the simulation model represent actual operation (the LDR model assumes that storage volumes greater than the reservoir capacity could actually exist, whereas the simulation model does not), it is possible that the percentages of various failures could be traded between the types of failure. For example, it would be possible that the percentage of storages equaling capacity would be 12%, while the percentage of releases satisfying the Another difference between the multiple-LDR models and the single-LDR models is that the percentages of failures in a simulation correspond more closely to the reliability levels specified in the LDR models. This is evident for all the models of Table 4 but is especially evident when the fullest use is made of the reservoir.
For example, models 1 and 2 differ only in the number of LDR's per season and the capacities of the reservoir; the value of Xmi n is close to the maximum feasible value of minimum release. It would be expected therefore that the sum of percentages of failures would approximately equal 30%. The single-LDR model specifies a larger reservoir capacity (264.6.106 m 3) and has a 34% failure rate. Although the 34% failure rate exceeds the expected failure rate, in longer simulations, using synthetically generated data, both the 16% and 34% failure rates are slightly reduced. Hence the multiple-LDR model specifies an operations policy and reservoir capacity that correspond to the desired performance criteria more closely than the single LDR model.
The same effect is seen in the other models of Table 4 but to a lesser degree. This is because the reservoir considered in these models is not being used to its fullest potential. For example, in the four-season case, minimum releases up to 15% greater (i.e., 54.1 versus 46.9.106 m3/season) are feasible within the reliability criteria specified in the LDR models. Hence it is expected that the sum of percentages of failures might be less than 30%.
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND DISCUSSION
A comparison of a single-LDR model and a multiple-LDR model which is explicitly stochastic has been presented. By varying the number of seasons considered per year, the number of LDR's per season, and the values of minimum storage and minimum release in the LDR models, a wide range of reservoir operating conditions were studied. The operating policies and the reservoir capacities specified by the LDR models for different conditions were tested in a simulation model. All of this work was done for a hypothetical reservoir on the Gunpowder River in Maryland.
The multiple-LDR models were shown to be superior to the single-LDR model. Under identical operating requirements the multiple-LDR models specify significantly smaller reserprocedure is straightforward, it involves the manipulation of many numbers, increasing the chance of errors in the linear programing inputs.
The single-and multiple-LDR models are similar in several important ways. Loucks and Doffman [1975] 
